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Chapter 2 – Bodyboard Wipeout 

 

Oh, how she had missed the waves of the flying seas. Killer robots across the galaxy would have to wait 

a few more weeks to get blown apart; Coco Nebulon was on vacation. She was wearing her Polynesian 

hula dance outfit to make that clear. 

  

The sun had begun setting on her side of Okeanos. That didn't mean the fun had to stop, sunsets lasted 

for relative days on Coco's home planet, but the mix of warm and cold palettes coloring the sky always 

had an arousing effect on the alien surfer. She was hovering over the boardwalk, above the tourists' 

heads, looking down at cleavages for one worthy of getting her large futa dick wet. Her cock wasn't 

apparent now, as anyone looking up at the humming surfboard could witness with her going commando 

under the grass skirt. Female Namalans could grow their dicks when needed. 

Coco suddenly realized that finding and seducing sexual partners felt like work. No way would that fly 

during her vacation. So, she grabbed hold of a street-light and reached under her Hawaiian skirt for the 

wet slit inside. It was hard to keep her leg-size penis from erupting like a once-dormant volcano onto the 

crowd. The aphrodisiac-laced semen that her species produced would lead to a giant public orgy and 

that was only allowed after sundown. 

Again, holding back felt like work, and having just spotted a massage parlor sign in the distance, Coco 

denied herself an orgasm to leave it in the hands of a professional. 

A bell rang as Coco pushed the door to the beach-front parlor. How quaint. 

"Welcome! How can we help you today?" The greeter was a fellow female Namalan in a long white 

camisole that stopped at the very fringe of her pussy. From behind, a lot of her bare bottom was 

exposed. in contrast to Coco's spotted purple, this tall specimen's skin was a glistening gold color. Next 

to her was a human girl, these were considered exotic on the outer rim of the galaxy. They were known 

to be extremely receptive to Namalan pheromones, and this one was squirming just from the scent of 

Coco's arousal. 

  

Coco didn't spend much time looking at the options written on the chalkboard: "I’m totally stoked about 

the extra deluxe package with a little more extra on top. Can you, like, hook me up with the window 

seat? Also, that crotch hole I saw is bogus; gonna have to be, like, at least 3 times bigger. 

“Human girl, why don’t you go make the happy ending hole bigger for our guest.” 



"Yes ma’am," the bright-eyed trainee said, biting her lips. Coco figured that girl was responsible for the 

extra-deluxe part and seemed to like her job very much, at least when Namalans were involved. 

Coco saved time by stripping on her way to the massage display room. She only needed to drop a straw 

skirt and the garland of flowers around her neck to become completely naked. She remained stylish in 

the nude with the big red flower in her hair and matching beads around her ankle. 

A man did a double-take as he passed by the massage parlor’s large store window; the first onlooker of 

many. Coco was doing stretches next to the massage table, basking in the sunset’s rays and the gaze of 

the strangers that stopped to watch her puff out her chest with her arms above her head or bend over 

to touch her toes with her fine Namalan ass facing the window. She made it a point not to make eye-

contact with anyone outside to make them think she was looking at a one-way mirror, unaware of being 

on display. She wanted everyone to be able to embrace their inner-voyeur; a rockin’ bod like that was 

wasted on walls. A downward dog pose on top of the table was the final appetizer as she transitioned to 

laying face-down, inviting the masseuse to serve the main course. 

  

Her breasts squished against the silky sheets, with enough spilling over to keep the crowd titillated. She 

finally relaxed her pelvis and let the monster out to play. A voice moaned in anticipation from under the 

table, seeing the immense cock grow big enough to reach the floor.  

The hole had been enlarged significantly but was still a little tight around the base. Coco didn’t mind; it 

would act as a cock ring and allow her pressurized ejaculate to be delivered with a bit more punch. Her 

only complaint was the extended sheets that ran down the edge of the station, hiding the blowjob 

underneath. She would have enjoyed seeing the reflection of the human girl gobbling her cock in the 

window instead of a white curtain with elbows sometimes bulging out. 

  

"The oil I will use is Namalan seminal extract. I assume you are familiar with its effect." The masseuse 

told her as a legal formality. 

"That's tubular with me, sister." Coco was familiar with it alright, her gonads were swelling with the stuff 

and dripping in the mouth of a girl under the table as they spoke. 

The massage therapist poured a trail of the potent mixture on Coco's back. While kneading it deep in her 

supple behind, she leaned in low, enough that her breasts accidentally rubbed on her client’s skin as she 

worked, and the erect nipples under the thin camisole tickled her curves. When she came around to the 

window side where Coco's face was turned, the purple beauty saw that her gold counterpart’s shirt had 

absorbed the massage oil to the point of translucence.  

With the round breasts trapped underneath jiggling with her every movement, the lips on her cock 

having reached the table in an incredible feat of throating (for a human) and her own skin absorbing 

another girl's love extract gave Coco the level of relaxation she needed to release a day's worth of stress 

inside a human girl's stomach. 

 



When her eyes roll back and her brain turns to mush for a few minutes while she climaxes, the tentacles 

atop Coco’s head are left unchecked to do as they please. What pleased them now was to wrap around 

the squishy breasts of the masseuse who, having been holding in a raging boner of her own while 

massaging such a fine specimen, had a lapse of unprofessionalism. Her futa cock sprung out knocking 

down the sheet hiding the happy ending happening under the table for everyone outside to see. Her 

client didn't seem to mind and neither did she; it was good publicity for her parlor anyway. 

  

Coco got her mind back and made her tentacles stand down... for now. She lifted her elbows on the 

table, squeezing her breasts together and making sure she kept her cock buried at the maximum length 

inside the hole. Her human friend wouldn't settle for less. That girl had been hungry for cock since she 

first got a whiff of her charming personality, but, with a stomach full of dangerously effective 

aphrodisiac, she was now willingly choking herself with Namalan meat while rubbing Coco's cock 

through the skin of her distended throat, all to hopefully shave a couple of minutes off the next batch. 

 The new inviting position on the table along with a gleam of lust in Coco's eyes, and a little lips-licking to 

dispel any ambiguity, had the specialist at Coco’s beck and call. She soon had the dripping tip of a golden 

cock against her nose. 

The satisfied customer's hair wrapped around the gift presented to her and guided it into its master's 

mouth. Coco had never met an alien or Namalan with a cock as big as hers, but this one came fairly 

close. 

Her species' mouths were well suited for the task. Expanding less effort than the tight minx under the 

table, she locked her lips around the wet glans’ edge and performed a swallowing motion over and over 

with her throat to pay forward the happy ending massage as the shaft slowly penetrated her gullet. 

Coco was eager to taste local cuisine after being abroad so long. If every ejaculation counted as a meal, 

she was hoping to save some Solars on food for the entire week. 

  

The masseuse grabbed her jar of massage oil and dumped everything that was left on her chest. Coco's 

tentacles did not need instructions; they extended forward to coil around the oiled-up boobs through 

the now fully transparent top. The masseuse's tits had absorbed their fair share of aphrodisiac and the 

two futa were able to experience a heightened tandem orgasm to the sound of muffled moans of 

satisfaction from under them. Lesbian Namalan sex had the delightful irony of making the participants 

hornier with each ejaculation. 

  

From the corner of her eye, Coco spotted a familiar face in the crowd watching the show. Perhaps on an 

undercover mission, her fellow mercenary Raelynn looked ravishing in a red high-slit dress and was 

trying to look composed and unimpressed by the threesome peepshow. Coco saw through her cold act. 

One of the only things she knew about the Awesomenaut was that she loved big guns. Well, two of the 

biggest guns in the galaxy were shooting their loads before her and still had plenty of ammunition to 

spare. 



  

Coco locked eyes with a person from behind the glass for the first time and one of her tentacles 

uncurled from the masseuse's breast to beckon the brunette with a white streak. 

  

A pair of hands squeezed Coco's neck gently, indicating another batch of Okeanos batter was about to 

flow and refill her own sexual energy. The human cum-extractor was going wild, rubbing her pussy to 

the sensation of gallons of cum flowing down her throat. When Coco gave the window another look, 

there were twice as many people as before but no sign of Raelynn. She didn't need to wonder where she 

had gone… *ching-a-ling* The massage parlor's door sang. 


